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ABSTRACT
We propose ForeBurst, an open source tool for performance pre-
diction for complex cloud-based applications. ForeBurst leverages
queueing network models for predicting performance metrics such
as resource utilizations, request response times, and credit usage in
burstable resources, such as the Amazon EC2 T-family instances.

CCS Concepts
•Computing methodologies→ Simulation evaluation; •Software
and its engineering→ Software performance;
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing success derives from the possibility for organi-

zations to provision computing resources over the Internet and pay
only for the ones actually used. The most common pricing mod-
els are: (i) on-demand resources with fixed price and fixed perfor-
mance; (ii) spot resources in which the prices fluctuate; (iii) pre-
emtible resources that do not have a guaranteed availability; and
finally (iv) burstable resources, in which the resource performance
changes based on utilization history.

One of the main problems cloud users face is the minimization
of the costs for provisioning the computational requirements while
still fulfilling their performance needs. Current research efforts are
tackling this problem by providing means to predict the perfor-
mance of a cloud application from a model of the application it-
self, which may be, for example, in the form of an annotated UML
model or a queueing network (QN) model. Most existing works
focus on static on-demand resources only [3, 5], while more re-
cent ones also consider additional types of pricing models, such as
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spot and preemptible pricing models [2, 1]. For what concerns the
burstable resources, some works that study their behavior already
exist [7], but an usable tool to predict the performance from the
application model in this situation is currently missing.

The purpose of this paper is to propose ForeBurst, a performance
prediction tool, which supports the analysis of burstable cloud re-
sources. In Section 2 we describe the system model, the prediction
problem, and the solution. Section 3 describes the tool and shows
some results. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. MODEL, PROBLEM, AND SOLUTION
The Model. We consider cloud applications modeled as a queueing
network (QN), which is a model that can be automatically derived
from other commonly used models such as annotated UML dia-
grams [5]. In particular, we consider closed multi-class and multi-
queue QN models with exponentially distributed services times.
Each queue represents a cloud resource running an application com-
ponent (e.g., a DB server). The service rate µ of each queue, de-
fined as the average number of jobs that can be processed per time
unit, is assumed scaled proportionally to the speed of the cloud re-
source in which the application component is deployed.
The Problem. The main problem we want to address is the pre-
diction of performance information, such as – for example – the
utilization, the response time distribution, etc. This problem has
already been solved by several existing tools (e.g., [4]) under the
assumption that µ is constant, which unfortunately is not true for
application components deployed on burstable resources. In such
resources the µ of every queue can change over time depending on
the jobs processed in the past. A real implementation of a burstable
cloud resource is the Amazon EC2 T2.micro resource. This re-
source encodes past history in the form of a number credits k that
increases when the resource utilization is under a certain thresh-
old, and decreases when the utilization is over such threshold. Low
credits result in a slower resource (lower µ), while high credits re-
sult in a faster resource (higher µ).
The Solution. We have solved this problem in the specific case of
the T2.micro resources. However, the same method can be used
for other types of burstable resources as well. In our approach we
had first to measure through experiments how µ varies with respect
to the number of credits, thus obtaining a µ(k) function that is not
currently given by the cloud providers. Second, we had to deter-
mine the period in which the actual µ is updated as the number of k
varies: in the case of the T2.micro resources, updates happen every
5 minutes. Since µ is periodically constant for each queue, we can
solve the QN until the next µ is expected to change. To solve the
QN we used LINE [4], which, thanks to the fact that it solves the
QN using a system of ODEs, it is able to predict the evolution of the
QN after a customized period of time. This result can then be used
to estimate the utilization and therefore any change in k and µ . At



this point we can solve again the QN using the final ODEs state of
the previous evaluation as starting state for the new evaluation, but
with the new updated service rate. Finally, by iterating this process
it is eventually possible to predict the future performance with no
limitations.

3. THE TOOL
We have developed ForeBurst as a MATLAB module download-

able from [6]. It uses LINE [4] as its backend QN solver, and ex-
pands its functionality with the possibility to mark some queues as
burstable. Each burstable queue requires the specification of the
initial number of credits, the maximum credits, how credits are ac-
crued or deducted based on previous utilization (amount and peri-
odicity), the service rate function µ(k), and the utilization discount
value L. L is a factor that reduces the utilization measured by the
cloud provider with respect to the real utilization. All the parame-
ters are given by the cloud provider, except for µ(k) and L, which –
in the case of Amazon EC2 – had to be measured from experiments
in the real system.

Fig. 1 shows some plots of the prediction data produced by Fore-
Burst in the case of a system of 100 jobs and two queues: a Web
server and a DB server, both deployed on Amazon EC2 T2.micro
instances with 30 initial credits. The Web server can process 1000
jobs/s at full credits, while the DB server can process 500 jobs/s.
By looking at the evolution of the available credits for 7200 sec-
onds, we can see that the DB server depletes its starting credits,
while the Web server eventually accrues new credits. The reason is
that the DB server loses its credits first because of the high utiliza-
tion. Once the service rate of the DB server is scaled down, most
jobs are stuck in its queue, thus leaving the web server severely
underutilized with few jobs to process.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented ForeBurst as a tool for predicting

the performance of cloud applications deployed on burstable cloud
resources, whose performance can change based on past utilization.
The tool can be downloaded from [6]. We envision that this tool
will make possible to study and better understand the performance–
cost tradeoff that this type of resources actually offers. In the future
we plan to integrate ForeBurst in an optimization framework so that
the decision whether to use a certain type of resources or not can
be automated.
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(a) Web Server Utilization.
Utilization of the DB Server
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(b) DB Server Utilization.
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(c) Credit balance.
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Figure 1: Results produced by the ForeBurst tool.


